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Are you ready to lose that unwanted weight and KEEP it off? With Gregg’s expert guidance, fun no-guilt
approach, and compassionate support, discover how to add years to your daily life and existence to your
years. Did you know that 80% of chronic diseases, such as diabetes, dementia, arthritis, and cancer could be
avoided? Frustrated with fad diets that over-guarantee and under-deliver? Discover ways to empower
yourself to depend much less on a broken healthcare system and more on individual options to find out your
OWN health and wellbeing. Fed up with paying thousands of dollars each year on medical expenses?
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Great publication and person! Great advice that is well written and easy to understand Phenomenal book!
Five Stars Excellent book! In conclusion:- It gets to the point quickly that i really need with my busy
schedule.- Plus, it addresses everything from how to pick a probiotic to a summary of foods we have to
incorporate into our lives. Some of these things a nutritionist told me about but with this reserve, I don't
need to hire someone to cover the same material.- Lastly, Gregg assists people realize it's not "one size
matches all" but a person approach to health.Great publication and much needed! For people who already are
engaged in . You will discover him caring, motivating and educated.. Gregg explains in a straightforward way
how exactly we can all take simple steps every day to improve our health and wellness and well-being. as I
have. A MUST Browse if you want to take your health into your personal hands! Just got this reserve and
I cannot put it down! It speaks to me. We all may take control of our life's (what we eat, our
work/life/family balance, stress levels) with small non-self-punishing exciting common sense methods.Gregg
Roberts offers authored a publication that captures the essence of the topic,with the emphasis on "easy
steps",that produce the topic so much less difficult to comprehend and fun to implement. In an “instant”
globe this is actually the tortoise method of health that may succeed As I’ve grown older, it has become
harder to control weight and to stay from the doctor’s office. Many thanks Mr. Very insightful.
Improvement over Perfection can be a challenging practice to check out but I feel as though I have a

personal coach helping me ideal Improvement over Perfection. I value Gregg’s approach that is not an all
or nothing technique, the hare, but rather the slow and stable tortoise approach to approaching wellness.
Great read. Thankfully Gregg simplifies the techniques to take, and encourages his readers in a personal
and wonderful way. Five Stars This is a fantastic book it has put all the information I needed within my
fingertips. I love the title and message I love the title and message, Progress More than Perfection..
Great Book Easy Read. Great book!Incidentally - I highly recommend connecting with Gregg which he
mentions behind his book... Great book! For those who are already engaged in a lifestyle of health and
wellness it's validating and insightful. For those who are looking to obtain healthier it's apparent, concise and
inspiring in a non threatening way. Gregg Roberts demystifies health and fitness for the layman and makes
the street to better living appear attainable for everyone. Love this book Love this publication. As a health
care provider, I’ve recommended it not only to friends and family, but to patients as well. I believe it could
change lives. It’s easy to read, but even more of a concern to implement (truly speaking from personal
knowledge). Intermixed within the health advice are personal stories that show how he apply what he's
advocating. Thankful for this simple but content rich health book! Perfectly written and easy to
understand. He calls it mindfulness and that is a sensible way to put into action what he is advocating.
Every American should read this publication. spirit connection! A LIFE CHANGING READ As a psychologist
I am well aware that lifestyle is a very important variable for a healthy,happy life. With a holistic approach
he shows how the journey to wellness does not have to be challenging and we are able to make progress
each day toward living a healthy and happier lifestyle. Roberts for your contribution to this important topic.
Mind, body & This book is terrific. I am a perfectionist This book is terrific. I am a perfectionist, Type A,
etc. Recommend! So glad I purchased this! Finally, something that is easy to read to greatly help me change
my life for the better!! Great advice that is well written and clear to see. Grateful for such a useful guide
to encourage readers on a path to better health and fitness! An awesome instruction and magnificent
reminder of the importance of the "brain, body and spirit" connection that can be achieved by us all. In the
age of sky rocketing medical health insurance and medical costs with reducing quality of care, we can all
begin the journey to inexpensively self-insure ourselves by enhancing our very own health through stress,

existence and food management. Insightful and relevant Gregg is insightful in to the lives of his readers
and offers and extraordinarily quantity of relative knowledge
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